Disclaimer On CBN Involvement In ATM Upgrade

This is to notify the general public that the Central bank of Nigeria is not involved in any on-going Automated Teller Machines upgrade or any related activity that may require banking customers’ pin code/password being circulated through scam e-mails with the intention of duping unsuspecting banking customers.

Any email or website that links the Central Bank of Nigeria with such a transaction should be disregarded.

The Banking public should also note that the CBN is not directly involved in the day-to-day operations of ATMs and therefore will not give directives now or in future about such upgrades.

The CBN, however wishes to advise all holders of bank accounts including ATM accounts to:

- Maintain cordial relationship with the accounts officers in the banks where their accounts are domiciled.
- Verify from their bank account officers whenever they receive any electronic notification that may demand their bank account details like login name/password, bank account number, card number, etc before taking any action.

Further information can be obtained from info@cenbank.org or http://www.centralbankofnigeria.gov.ng/419/
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